
Concept
* Please Note:  Standard AV system pricing in this 
document is for budgeting purposes only and does not 
include taxes.  Factors that dictate the final pricing for a 
system may include project location, local labor rates, 
union labor requirements. Any project budgeting exercise 
using this pricing guide should include a 10% contingency. 

CI Frame TV
Budgetary Pricing
55” Display - $4,299.99 (Shown Below)
65” Display - $4,871.99 
75” Display - $5,871.00

55” Samsung Frame 55" UHD LED backlit LCD TV - Black 

Deco TV - Frame Contemporary Gold

• Display modern art, classic art or your own personal 
photos on your QLED 4K TV with Art Mode.

• Anti-Reflection with Matte Display enables more 
screen visibility with virtually no light or glare.

• Match your TV to your own style with colorful bezel 
options.

• With the included Slim-Fit Wall Mount, hang The Frame 
flush against the wall like a real art piece.

The CI Frame TV This Lifestyle TV helps you curate your 
own gallery with works of art. It’s customizable to fit 
your style—while showcasing expert-validated color 
and 4K resolution. 

Enjoy more visibility of your QLED 4K TV with 100% 
Color Volume with virtually no light reflection, night or 
day. The premium Matte Display Film limits light 
distraction by reducing glare from all your shows, 
contents, and works of art.

Design Considerations:
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Frames
55” TV Frame | $899.00
65” TV Frame |    $999.00
75” TV Frame | $1,999.00



Concept
* Please Note:  Standard AV system pricing in this 
document is for budgeting purposes only and does not 
include taxes.  Factors that dictate the final pricing for a 
system may include project location, local labor rates, 
union labor requirements. Any project budgeting exercise 
using this pricing guide should include a 10% contingency. 

CI MEDIA CART
Budgetary Pricing
65” Display - $8,764.00 (Shown Below)
75” Display - $9,202.00

65” Samsung 65" UHD LED backlit LCD TV - Black 

Rallybar Large soundbar and camera

Logitech Tap      Touch controller for meetings rooms

Chief Lg. Adj. Cart 42”-86” LED displays

Key Features

• Wireless Content Sharing
• One Button Join
• Multi – Platform Compatibility 

Included Technology

• 4K Displays
• Collaboration 
• Video Conferencing 

The CI Media Cart is made to handle the many choices 
and fast changes in digital display technology. It holds 
any monitor up to 75” and moves with ease, to training 
rooms, meeting spots and more – wherever teams want 
to videoconference or share a screen. This cart supports 
digital collaboration today and tomorrow.

Design Considerations:

Logitech Rally Bar can be mounted easily above (shown) 
or below the display that can better support eye-to-eye 
contact. 
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